What do you want to write?

Find your ...

Write what you ...

Get an or different from others.

Define your ...

Give your work a ...

Format your before you start writing.

How do you write a book? One at a time.

Start with a ...

How to finish your book? it out.

No book was ever published before it was .

“Pantsers” write by the of their .

“Plotters” where they are .

Write the way you ...

Work on your book ...

When you finish writing your book, you are an !

Join a ...

Get your book out to (self-publish, POD).

Get your book out to the ...

Get a publishing is decreasing.

publishing is increasing.

Marketing is up to ! Build your .

When you’re done writing this book, ...

“So, go now and write all this down.
Put it in a book so that the record will be there to instruct the coming generations.” Isaiah 30:8 (The Message)